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Stock of Abraham, who dwell in this
land, continue to merit and enjoy the
good will of the other inhabitants, while
every one shall sit in safety under his
own vine and fig tree, and there shall be
none to make him afraid….”
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Would you say that there was one
overarching idea that animated
the founding founders’ concept
of religion?
I think the founders would say that the
most important determinant of religious
success is whether or not religion makes
you a good person. And still today, for the
most part, despite the fact that we have
debates and lawsuits over what religious
symbols are permissible in the public
square, for the majority of Americans the
test of one’s faith is determined by
whether you treat your neighbors well,
whether your prayers are heartfelt, and
whether you lead a good life according to
the dictates of your faith.

What do you wish the next president
of the United States to understand
about this balancing act between
religion and state?
I would love it if the next president recognizes that someone’s view on separation of church and state does not necessarily describe his or her personal faith.
Here in America we’ve come to think
that if you support separation of church
and state, you must be secular, and if
you oppose separation of church and
state, you must be religious—a very
odd notion from the perspective of the
founding fathers, who made no such
distinction and would have viewed it as
a non sequitur.
Also, I hope the next president understands that neither side in the culture wars
can claim that the founding fathers are on
“their side,” thus legitimizing their point
of view. In fact, the founding fathers disagreed with each other, and if they were
alive today, some of them would agree
with the more conservative approach
while others would align themselves with
the more liberal approach. And if the
founders themselves couldn’t agree on all
this, then all of us should cut one another
some slack and come to understand that
these are complex issues with gray areas
by design.
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